Dear Sir or Madam,

we would like to confirm that the substances of the drylin® E-motors:

MOT-ST-28-L-A-A
MOT-ST-28-L-C-A
MOT-ST-42-L-A-A
MOT-ST-42-L-C-A
MOT-ST-56-L-A-A
MOT-ST-56-L-C-A
MOT-AN-S-060-001-028-L-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-001-028-L-C-AAAC
MOT-AN-S-060-001-028-M-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-005-042-L-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-005-042-M-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-005-042-M-C-AAAC
MOT-AN-S-060-020-056-L-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-020-056-M-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-020-056-M-C-AAAC
MOT-AN-S-060-020-056-M-D-AAAD
MOT-AN-S-060-035-060-L-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-035-060-M-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-035-060-M-C-AAAC
MOT-AN-S-060-035-060-M-D-AAAD
MOT-AN-S-060-059-086-M-A-AAAA
MOT-AN-S-060-059-086-M-C-AAAC
MOT-AN-S-060-059-086-M-D-AAAD

meet Directive 2011/65/EU RoHS2
and Regulation 1907/2006/EC Reach(163)

as certified by our supplier.

The presence of ubiquitous traces of undesirable materials cannot be excluded, however.
This statement is based on our current standard of knowledge.

Since igus® has no influence on the use of the products indicated above, igus® does not assume any guarantee, neither expressly nor implied, or warranty or any other liability in connection with the use of information contained in this document.

Yours sincerely
igus® GmbH
Harald Voll
Material Procurement
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